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TECH5 
tech5.ai

With a leadership team spanning Switzerland and the United States, TECH5 is a global concern. The company places a strong focus 
on R&D and engineering, and has developed solutions for contactless fingerprint capture; 1:N identification via face, fingerprint, and 
iris recognition; 1:1 biometric authentication; and digital ID generation and issuance. The company is a member of the Secure Identity 
Alliance and the OSIA Initiative, and has been an instrumental technology vendor in large-scale projects, including a remote voter 
verification program in Oman and a pioneering digital ID initiative in Ethiopia. TECH5 extended its presence in the North American 
market through its acquisition of biometrics specialist Imageware Systems in early 2023. Recently, the firm received a patent for 
contactless mobile fingerprint technology. 

TECH5 is a Biometric ID Platform Catalyst thanks to its formidable portfolio of proprietary high-performance biometric solutions. But 
its innovations consistently strive to deliver on the inclusivity promise of biometric digital identity, building technologies for people in 
developing countries—introducing new methods of biometric portability, like its 2D Digital Storage for Biometrically Verifiable Digital 
ID. That inclusive paradigm, combined with 20 years of expertise and a track record of innovation, make TECH5 an important player 
in the Biometric Digital Identity Prism. 

Contact TECH5: sales@tech5-sa.com
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Veridas 
veridas.com

Spain-based identity verification and authentication specialist Veridas has been in operation for a little over a decade, and now has a 
client roster spanning 25 countries. The company strives to meet a comprehensive set of identity needs across digital and physical 
realms. Veridas’ portfolio of modular solutions includes ID document verification, face, and voice biometrics technologies. It also seeks 
to distinguish itself with adherence to stringent regulations such as the European Union’s GDPR and California’s CCPA, and through 
strong performances in evaluation programs run by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as well as iBeta, which 
confirmed its compliance with the renowned PAD Level 2 liveness detection standard. It engineers its own Embedded AI Hardware to 
power a unique Facial Biometric Access Control platform. 

With a powerful combination of resources, proprietary technology, and the ability to grow along with the industry in a sustainable way, 
Veridas has managed to scale its operations in accordance with the massive global demand for biometric digital identity, even as it 
accelerated during the pandemic era. The company has a well-rounded portfolio of proprietary technologies, including biometrics, 
that serve the full identity lifecycle. Strategically, this Biometric ID Platform Luminary has a clear vision of its place in the emerging 
digital identity ecosystem. As the Biometric ID Platform Prism Beam becomes more competitive in the coming years, Veridas will be 
well positioned as a leader in the space. 

Contact Veridas: hello@veridas.com   (+34) 948 246 295
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